
QUARTERLY REPORT
What to expect 

This is the fifth report and the first of 2022. In future, the reports will be released in March, June,
September and December. I'll let you know what the planned changes are in the December issue for
the portfolios, and then we'll rebalance everything quarterly. The rest of the time we'll be covering
subjects of interest, things I think you'll find useful, tips and tidbits for your entertainment. 

NB: Nothing in this newsletter should be considered financial advice. Carry out your own due diligence and
seek financial advice where appropriate.

ISSUE 5. 

World Update

Well, what a difference 3 months makes! Just when you
thought the shit show that was the world couldn't get
anyway worse... war! But, this ain't the BBC so we won't
be discussing all that, instead we'll be focusing on what
impact it's having in the financial world. 

Middle of last year I was talking about having buy orders
under 7000 and then taking profit at 7400 at the next
resistance level. In January I was starting to think it might
be time to cancel those buy orders as we were solidly
above 7200 for a couple of months. But February and
March have given us a few opportunities to get back into
the FTSE for a short term profit. There was a quick spike
down to 6760, and then a rebound up to 7500. Just goes
to show that leaving trailing buy orders in place can be a
nice easy way to make a quick profit. 
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The main driver for the volatility was Russia
invading Ukraine, randomly threatening Nuclear
war and/or cutting off oil and gas to Europe. The
markets, as they always do, reacted like a maniac
who just lost their meds. We had a 10% spike
down followed almost immediately by a 10%
bounce back up. In Crypto, that's good lunchtime
on a Wednesday. But for a national index... that's
huge! 

The US was slightly less impacted because it's so
far away, and they don't rely on Russia for their
energy. But the risk of war still moved their
markets up and down by around 8.5%. 

A whirlwind tour of what this war in Ukraine
means financially for us. Mercenary - but what did
you expect? 

Energy - Russia supplies a lot of oil and gas to
Europe. Russia was naughty, so Europe has
stopped giving them money for their oil and gas to
punish them. They forgot they need some of it to
turn the heating on though. Supply is therefore
massively reduced, demand has stayed the same
(fortunately it's reducing due to it moving into
summer), but this is driving prices up significantly.
The UK Government is raising the cap of energy
prices for customers by 54% in April. We're all
screwed! 

It turns out Russia is the 3rd largest oil producer,
so sanctioning them has driven the price of oil to
new crazy talk levels. In 2020 oil was priced at -$42
a barrel. In March 2022, it peaked at $126. 

That's not all-time high territory, but it's not far off.
Will it stay this high? Maybe... The OPEC countries
didn't get to make much profit during 2020-2022,
so they are reluctant to increase production to
lower prices for us all. 

Add into that they know their time is limited with
fossil fuels, I don't think they'll be looking to do
anyone any favours and reducing the price. 

Wheat - at some point you'll hear someone say
'Ukraine is the breadbasket of Europe'. And while
it's true, you should genital slap that person. I said
it myself recently and had to smack myself. 

Market Update - March 2022

Are you in an upward moving market?
A sideways moving market?
Or a downward moving market?

But, it's a thing. Ukraine and Russia are global
powerhouses when it comes to agricultural
commodities. Collectively they make up over 25%
of global wheat exports, 80% of sunflower seed
exports and over 40% for barley. Spring planting
season is right around now as well. So not only are
we not getting the wheat out of Ukraine and
Russia, but we're also unlikely to get the next
planned batch from this planting season. 
This is going to have an impact on the entire food
market. Something like 15% of all human calories
consumed come from wheat. So that's going to be
an issue. 

Inflation - everyone's favourite topic. Inflation
wasn't looking great thanks to supply chain
impacts. Now let's add in reduced supply of food
and oil, and watch how quickly this shit spirals out
of control. The UK Government is predicting 10%+
inflation figures during 2022. So real-world
inflation is likely to be nearer 15%. Eek!

So what's everything else been up to so far this
year? 

The S&P 500 has been slightly less volatile, but
very similar to the FTSE. Down as low as 14%, but
bouncing back already. 

We've broken through 200 day moving averages
now, so we're in for a choppy ride for a while,
waiting for the market to decide if we're going full
bear market or if we're range-bound or if we'll go
back to a bull market. 

That's one of the most important things to
recognise with investments. 

If you can figure that out, then you'll be much
better placed to decide how much risk to take on
and how to invest. 

When times are good, you can take more risks.
When we're range-bound (like now?) then you
want to be taking profits quickly. When we're in a
downward trend, then pound cost average and
hope for the best long-term. 



In other news, the NASDAQ shat itself and dropped 20% since the start of the year. It's decisively broken
out of its upward trending range, so it's anyone's guess which direction it'll go next. I was using this
trendline to trade in and out of the NASDAQ for the last couple of years. But now it's out of it... 

Market Update - March 2022

... I've reverted back to using support and resistance lines. I'm still long-term pound cost averaging into
the NASDAQ, as historically it outperforms the S&P, which historically outperforms the FTSE100. But
while it's range-bound, I'll be taking profits frequently on big spikes up, and topping up on big spikes
down. 

These volatile moves are good for rebalancing though. If you also held gold in your portfolio - that's up
11% this year, compared to NASDAQ's 14% drop. Selling out of your profitable trades and topping up
your cheap assets is exactly what rebalancing is designed to do. 

I can guarantee you that you won't pick the top or the bottom. But when you look back in 3, 5, 10 years
time you'll be glad you had a rule based approach to this stuff. 



I assume you're thoroughly terrified and confused as to what you can invest in to try and make a profit
from the situation we all find ourselves in. 

Fear not, here are some of the things I'll be doing - or am thinking about doing. (I'm not telling you which
is which). 

Gold  - during high inflation times, gold is usually a winner. I've been increasing my % allocation towards
gold for the last few years anyway as a hedge in case Covid got a lot worse. 

Commodities - this is more of a general category of 'everything you use to make stuff or stuff you can
eat'. 
I've invested specifically in an Oil ETC which has done quite well, and I recently invested in a Wheat ETC. 
You can usually find an ETF or ETC that will give you exposure to whatever you think is going to do well. 
But for the more fund minded of you, there are a bunch of general commodity funds to choose from. 

Cryptocurrency - this is another potential inflation hedge, but I was already quite aggressively buying into
crypto, so I've not really added anything more than usual. It's hard to stop yourself from putting more and
more into the asset class that has done the best for you, and that you hope will continue to outperform...
but one day the music will stop and you'll be sad you never took any profit along the way. 

Utility Companies / Defensive Stocks - given most of these companies just pass their costs directly to
the customer, they have a pretty good model as a business. If your gas costs go up by 25%, you might turn
the heating down a degree or two, but you won't suddenly stop cooking and turn the boiler off. 
The other defensive stocks - historically things like pharma, telecom, etc. Things you don't have a choice
about spending money on. They can do well during a market slowdown because people stop spending on
fancy things to focus more on the essentials. 

Property / REIT - I'm pretty sure some of you know, but I have my own Property Fund so I'm pretty
heavily invested in property. But one of the things we usually get during high inflation is high property
price inflation. Quickly followed by high rental inflation. So property is a good balance against high
inflation. 

Cash - this is a weird one. It's usually a really bad idea to be holding cash during high inflation. You are
GUARANTEED to lose purchasing power by holding it.  
But while the world is so up in the air, there are going to be a number of investment opportunities that
show up. So I want to have some cash available to tap into them. 

Petro-dollar - this isn't a trading thing... it's just a random thought that keeps occurring to me. I think
we're seeing the beginning of the end of the US Dollar being the global reserve currency. There have been
quite a few big global transactions that weren't settled in $$$. China has bought some stuff in Renminbi,
there have been some big Euro-denominated transactions. There was even a big oil deal with India settled
in Rupees. 
We're years away I suspect from this being a thing. But the repercussions of this could be... violent.
America has a tendency to go to war with people who threaten their $$$. 
It's nothing I'm doing anything about right now. I still have US property, I still invest in the US stock
market. But it's just something that's on my radar so I wanted to let you know about it too. 

Cos sharing is caring. x 

Trading Notes for the Current Market



Crypto Market Update 

So the last update I was saying that I didn't think
we'd see a December spike and the peak might
not come until later in the year, like March - June
time. So I was partially right? We definitely didn't
get a spike in December, and the jury is still out if
we see an uptick in the price before June. 

But, as I mentioned last time, the de-risking
everyone is going through right now because of
the war and inflation and general frightened-ness,
the less likely we are to get back to all-time highs
for Bitcoin. 

I'm still long-term bullish on Bitcoin, but I think
we're in for a pretty dull ride for a while. 

And just to highlight the fact I'm sometimes a
mega idiot. I sold some of my Bitcoin at almost
exactly the bottom of the dip in January 2022. 

The price dipped below $33k and I had that as one
of my support zones - so I assumed the support
had broken. So I sold a portion of my Bitcoin, to
then watch it bounce back 35% in 3 weeks...

What. A. Dick. 

So, once your schadenfreude has settled down,
what can we learn from this? 

If I've learnt anything from Bitcoin over the years,
it's never bet against it. So I didn't sell ALL my
Bitcoin, just a portion of it that I use for more
active trading. It sucked missing out on $35k of
paper profit, but I was still holding bitcoin to
benefit from the uplift. 

As I've said to everyone I've worked with 1-2-1. I
always assume I'm wrong and don't know what
I'm doing, so how can I trade in a way that will still
let me profit. 

I also never cancelled my standing orders to keep
buying more Bitcoin while it was at $33k and back
at $45k. So I've been slowly increasing my holdings
all along. 

And finally, I still have buy orders in place below
$30k. I'll be patient and see if they get triggered
this year. 

The rest of the crypto market has pretty much
been waiting to see what bitcoin will do. Nearly
every other coin has followed Bitcoins movements,
to a larger or lesser degree. 

E.g.
Bitcoin dropped 30%  
Ethereum dropped 42% 
Cardano dropped 45%
Solana dropped 57%

But it could be worse. Remember Olympus DAO
and the OHM token?
 
OHM dropped 90%

Remember the DEFI 2.0 section in the last
newsletter? I'm so glad I caveated all that with 'if it
sounds too good to be true'... because it turns out
it really was. 

The theory was/is still solid. But the reality of what
happens when lots of people sell at once surprised
everyone. 

We had a falling Bitcoin. We had people de-risking
within crypto, so pulling out of these projects back
to Bitcoin. We also had news that one of the
Treasury Managers of a $1bn fund, was a
convicted criminal who had stolen investor's
money a few years ago. 

So all that led to a massive exodus from the space.
A lot of them have now stopped paying "interest"
on their tokens, and instead are trying to pretend
they are now a hedge fund. The theory being if
they increase the value of their holdings, the token
value will go up. 

I think the whole thing is over now for these
rebasing DAOs, but I've still got some money left in
a couple of them, so we'll see. 

Metaverse and NFTs are still big. My preference is
for Metaverse plays over NFT... just because
buying a JPEG for millions is stupid beyond words. 



The Gold Comparison charts are all telling very similar stories at the moment in terms of stock markets. 

Go check out the Gold v NASDAQ one for a giggle, and then look at the Gold v FTSE and see if you think
there might be an opportunity there. 

The Oil chart above is really to illustrate how these charts we (the EP team that is) painstakingly and
lovingly craft for you every month - are actually really quite useful to guide your trades. 

Massive spike to all-time high on the chart back in February 2020... so that should have highlighted
to you Oil was worth keeping an eye on. We then look for it to reverse it's direction, so March 2020 it
started going back down again. 

Wonder if that was a good time to buy Oil... between $44 and $22 a barrel you could have bought an ETC
in Oil. Now it wasn't until April that we had that weird spike down to -$42. So as long as you weren't
kicked out of your trade, you would probably still be holding it waiting for the price line to touch the
mean value line. So you'd be sitting on 150% - 400% profit in two years. 

I'm pretty lazy. So there's a reason I do most things. 

Image: World Oil Reserves by $ 

Gold Comparison Charts



UK House prices!!!! 2020 = 7.4% house price growth. 2021 = 10.8% house price growth. 

The average house price in England at the start of 2020 was around £230,000. So by the end of 2021 that
house was worth - £274,000. 

That's £22k a year in net worth growth. Which I vaguely think is around the average UK salary. Noice.
Now I never consider your own home as an asset, because you'll always need to live somewhere. But if
you have investment properties, that is all profit for you. Sure it's only on paper, but it will become real
at some point in the future. 

But, what do the experts say will happen over the next few years with property prices? General
consensus is we'll continue to see growth in property prices, but it will be at a lower level. Think more
like 2 - 4% per year growth depending on where you are in the country. 

I personally think we'll see more than that. If you've heard of or know of the 18 year property cycle,
we're entering into the last part of the cycle where some of the biggest growth occurs. I think we might
see pretty strong numbers until around 2025/2026 before we start to see a correction. 

Who knows though. And the joy of property is if you buy properly at the start, you don't need to worry
about capital appreciation, because someone is paying you money every month to live off. It's great!

10/10 recommends. 

Gold Comparison Charts - continued

BEST BUYS

Instant Access - 1% with Virgin
Money

 
1 year fixed rate - 1.8% with

Monument Bank
 

Savings Account
2 year fix - 1.75% with

Newcastle BS
 

5 year fix - 1.94% with
Cumberland BS

Mortgage
2 year fix - 1.69% with The

Mortgage Works
 

5 year fix - 2.07% with BM
Solutions

BTL Mortgage

This information is a representation of the overall market performance and your rates may vary depending on circumstances.



Company Yield January March Profit/Loss Return

GKP 14.6% £1750 £2147.42 £222.42 11.6%

RIO 13.7% £1650 £2201.40 £386.40 20.1%

CMC 10.7% £1650 £1666.72 - £148.28 - 7.7%

ADM 9.5% £1650 £1737.92 - £77.08 - 4.0%

IMB 8.9% £1650 £1868.97 £53.97 2.8%

PSN 8.4% £1650 £1549.94 - £265.06 - 13.8%

    Total Return 1.6%

Yield Portfolio

Listed on the FTSE 
Market cap above £300m 
Average 90-day volume above 100k 
Yield above 4.5% 
Maximum of 6 shares 
No more than 1 share in the same industry/sector
Rebalanced every 3 months 
£10,000 initial investment with £500 per month

An update on the rules for this one:

In 2021 the yield portfolio underperformed the FTSE100 - which is our benchmark - returning 10.4%
compared to 15.2% from the FTSE. This includes dividends reinvested.
 
Let's see if 2022 holds up any better for yield investors.  

Gulf Keystone Petroleum
Rio Tinto
CMC Markets
Admiral Group
Imperial Brands
Persimmon

The portfolio for Q1 2022 is:

The rebalancing has now occurred and we'll start Q2 by selling off some shares in Gulf Petroleum, Rio and
Imperial. We'll then top up shares in Persimmon, CMC and Admiral group. 

Because this is rules-based, we aren't meant to change any holdings. However just a note on that, if you
found yourself invested in something that was exclusively (or predominantly) invested in say, Russia you
may take a view as to what the future holds for that company.  

I'm personally a fan of sticking to rules and just accepting that sometimes you'll win some and lose some.
But if when the Russia thing first kicked off, if you took the view that this is going to get really bad and for
an extended period of time, then taking that initial loss is an option. 

Evraz for example (sorry for mentioning it!) is down over 80% since the start of the year. But if you followed
the above strategy of pound cost averaging in, you're "only" down 64%. The current yield on Evraz is 89%...
so there is hope that in another 9 months time it could come back closer to breakeven. 



Asset January March
Current

Allocation
Profit/Loss Return

FTSE100 £2500 £2742.73 24% - £7.27 - 0.3%

Gold £2000 £2294.91 20% £94.91 4.3%

UK10 Bond £2000 £2949.68 26% £749.68 34.1%

NASDAQ £2500 £2408.41 21% - £341.59 - 12.4%

BTC £1000 £1041.89 9% - £58.11 - 5.3%

    
Total

Return
4.1%

Balanced Portfolio

Portfolio designed to reduce volatility and benefit from
variations in returns across multiple asset classes 
Rebalanced every 3 months 
£10,000 initial investment with £500 per month

An update on the rules for this one:

Last year we benchmarked this against the FTSE100 as well, and again we underperformed. The balanced
portfolio returned 11.9% compared to 15.2%. 

Last year was not very volatile - relatively speaking. So the rebalancing and diversification didn't really help
us out that much. The FTSE just went up and to the right, which is what you want with your investments.   

We're starting the year afresh and will see how it does this year. I think we'll have quite a volatile year so
this should be a good test of the balanced portfolio argument. 

25% FTSE100
20% Gold 
20% UK 10 Year Bonds
25% NASDAQ
10% Bitcoin

The portfolio for Q1 2022 is:

Annnnnnnnd would you look at that. 

Volatile time. Stock markets dropping, cryptocurrency falling. So our defensive assets pick up the slack and
go up in price. Balanced portfolios are helpful during periods of volatility. As we saw last year, in relatively
directional trending markets, they can hold you back. 

Nobody likes the idea of bonds. Including me to be fair. But they do a job. They are insurance for when
things go wrong in other asset classes. They aren't really the thing that will make you money, but over this
quarter they are the thing that will allow us to buy more of the assets that are currently cheap. 

We'll mostly be selling bonds to rebalance across the other assets, mostly in the NASDAQ. 

I do think this trend has the potential to continue - with the NASDAQ dropping and bonds holding up well,
so there's a temptation to leave it unbalanced and wait until the 6-month mark. But... 

RULES ARE RULES!



Token January March
Current

Allocation
Profit/Loss Return

BTC £4000 £4167 43% - £232 - 12.1%

ETH £3000 £2698 28% - £602 - 31.3%

SOL £1000 £685 7% - £414 - 21.5%

LUNA £1000 £1205 13% £105 5.5%

SAND £500 £319 3% - £231 - 12.0%

XRP £500 £527 6% - £23 - 1.2%

    
Total

Return
- 12.7%

Crypto Portfolio

Maximum 6 investments
Attempt to spread investments across different markets
Rebalanced every 3 months 
£10,000 initial investment with £500 per month

An update on the rules for this one:

This portfolio kicked the benchmark (Bitcoin on its own) square in the dick. Bitcoin went up by 59.8% in
2021, whereas our rebalancing diversified portfolio managed 284.2%. 

This year we've swapped around the Bitcoin / Ethereum dominance, going back to 40% allocation towards
Bitcoin. We've also changed our layer 1 protocol investments - ditching ADA in favour of Solana. Technically
Luna is also a layer 1 protocol, but we've added that to get exposure to the DEFI 2.0 trend. To round things
off we've also added Sand for a metaverse play. 

Exciting times, eh?!

40% Bitcoin
30% Ethereum
10% Solana
10% Luna
5% Sand
5% XRP

The portfolio for Q1 2022 is:

Lols. Something of a shit show so far this year. Luna is our only positive investment to date. It's quite slim
pickings of the crypto tokens that have actually had a good 2022 yet. And while I run the risk of sounding
like a YouTube Crypto Fanboy... buying the dip has so far been a great strategy in the crypto space. 

Whether that continues, well keep checking in throughout the year and we'll find out together! 

I'm still generally bullish on crypto, and while I don't really understand the hype behind NFTs, I can
understand the excitement over the metaverse and play-to-earn stuff. It's an area I'll be keeping an eye on,  
and will let you know if anything jumps out at me that could be worth researching. 



Prices (01/03/2022)

FTSE 100

S&P 500 

Gold       

Silver      

BTC        

ETH        

Crude Oil        

Stay safe, stick to your investment plan, and don't trust someone grinning. 
 

The EP Investor
 

Readers should be aware that investing in equities, bonds, property, commodities,
cryptocurrencies, etc. (whether through direct or collective investment) involves risk as

values can rise and fall. 
Significant losses can be incurred if prices fall. The past performance of investments is no

guarantee of future performance.

Now remember, none of the above is financial advice, please ignore everything I've just said. I'm simply
showing you what you could do, and the benefits of diversifying when it comes to your investments.  

The portfolios I've created have been done for specific scenarios, but each individual has their own unique
circumstances. It's important you do your own research and carry out your own due diligence on any
investments you make. 

I think I'll be keeping this statement in all of these reports. 

SUMMARY

7391.81

4372.92

1908.66

24.418

43188.4

2922.29

94.9

This year is going to be an interesting one for sure. 

I think we'll start to see much heavier regulation and acceptance of cryptocurrency, which will destroy some
projects and highlight which ones are likely to go the distance. There are still so many loopholes and ways to
avoid paying tax or declaring your income and wealth - countries simply can't allow that to become the norm. 

Whatever happens in Europe with Russia is going to have repercussions for years to come. Now is the time to
be thinking long-term and seeing what structural changes might come about because of all this. 

For example, have we just highlighted how dependent we are on fossil fuels? Sure it's been on the agenda of
Governments for a while now, but it was always slightly theoretical and mostly just playing to the crowd. Now
that it's having specific and economic impacts on a lot more people, perhaps we'll see a much bigger drive
towards renewable energy. Perhaps? Who knows. 

What I can guarantee you though, is none of us are going to pick all the winners and avoid all the losers. It's
all part of investing.  

Your goal is to pick slightly more winners than losers. To make slightly more profit than your losses. And over
the long run that equates into huge returns!

This year I'll be leaning more heavily into getting the property fund established and recycling more income
into pound cost averaging into investments. 

I'll probably move house too. Maybe buy, maybe just rent again. We'll see. But that's got nothing to do with
anything, so I'll finish off now. 

BYEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

WHAT LIES AHEAD


